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Fact Sheet: TUI BLUE Marmaris 

Opening 1 May 2018  

General 

Manager  

Sharon Ay 

Category 4 stars 

Target group Adults (minimum guest age: 16 years), couples  

Rooms 279 in two-storey cottage-style villas  

Beds 588 

F&B TUI BLUE Marmaris offers all-inclusive services with an authentic 

local cuisine. The three restaurants serve the guests Turkish-

Mediterranean and international specialties buffet-style or à la carte. 

Refreshing drinks are served in the four bars overlooking Marmaris 

Bay, the pine forests or the marina. The evening buffet at TUI BLUE 

Marmaris reflects the variety of Turkish and Mediterranean cuisine – 

from the small Turkish starters ‘mezze’ via delicately spiced food 

with fish and meat to the vegetarian, vegan or low-carb selection for 

nutrition-focused guests. Grilled specialties are offered at the weekly 

barbecue dinner. Once per stay, a four-course meal at the à la carte 

restaurant Levante is included, offering refined delicacies of Turkish 

and Levantine cuisine with international influences. For an intimate 

dinner for two, the hotel offers private dining options for an 

additional fee in a private cabana overlooking the sea. 

Sports facilities The BLUEf!t programme, the comprehensive concept for fitness, 

wellness and nutrition, is a key element of the TUI Blue hotel brand. 

Whether personal or group training, outdoor activities or modern 

indoor training premises - BLUEf!t is an ideal training programme to 

further every holidaymaker’s sense of well-being. The BLUEf!t 

Guides are available to carry out fitness checks upon request and 

subsequently draw up a personal nutrition and fitness plan for a fee 

to support a healthier lifestyle in the long term. TUI BLUE Marmaris 

features a gym and a BLUEf!t park with many training devices. The 

sports programme includes fascia training, yoga, aqua fit, beach 
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volleyball, functional training or group fitness. The hotel also 

features a multi-functional court for football and basketball, three 

tennis courts and an archery complex. It also offers a broad range of 

water sports from jet ski to parasailing for a fee, or the guests 

explore Marmaris National Park on a mountain bike tour. 

Pool Two pools 

Beach Gently sloping sand and pebble beach with sunbeds and parasols  

Spa The spa area of TUI BLUE Marmaris features a Turkish hamam and a 

sauna and offers further massages or comforting beauty treatments. 

A massage in one of the tropical-style cabanas on the terrace of the 

BLUE Spa is a special experience.  

Daybeds Waterside daybeds on the jetty or superior daybeds overlooking the 

beach (for a charge), with or without waiter service  

Location 

 

The TUI BLUE Marmaris is located on a peninsula less than 10 

kilometres from the centre of Marmaris on a pine-covered hill on the 

edge of Marmaris National Park. The adults-only hotel has a private 

pebble-sand beach. During the day, the public minibus runs every 30 

minutes to Marmaris. A public taxi boat takes guests across the bay 

to Marmaris twice a day. The nearest airport is Dalaman, with a 

transfer time of around 90 minutes.  

Surroundings The Marmaris region is a nature-lovers’ paradise. Marmaris National 

Park with its vast, pristine forests and mountains is ideal for hiking 

and mountain biking. Bozburun Peninsula south of Marmaris 

combines breathtaking coastal views, picturesque fishing villages and 

ancient Greek ruins. Guests can find out about organised excursions 

in the BLUE App or ask the BLUE Guides for individual tips for their 

holiday in Turkey.  

More detailed information and pictures are available at www.tui-group.com 

 


